Please check these titles or first lines against the papers that are in your packet now. Pick up papers you do not have at Jones Hall office.

1. What is the Student Voice (10/28/64 Joyce Brown)  
2. What is the Student Voice? (Siles Norman)  
3. What is the Importance of Racial Considerations Among the Staff? (Norman)  
4. SNCC's Goals and Bourgeoisie Sentimentality  
5. Some Basic Considerations for Staff Retreat  
6. A Note to SNCC Staff About Northern SNCC Staff  
7. The New Building  
8. To the SNCC family there was one question.....  
9. Training SNCC Staff to Be Organizers  
10. Summary Report--Campus Travellers  
11. To: Planners of the Staff Meeting  
   Some Suggestions in Answer to Questions Raised by the Memo  
12. To: SNCC National Office  
   Re: Organization of Friends of SNCC in the Bay Area  
13. From Sherrod  
14. October 23, 1964  
   Memo to SNCC Staff Erom Mike Miller  
   Re: Questions Raised for National Staff Meeting.  
15. Some Notes on How SNCC Might Organize Itself  
16. What is SNCC? What should it be to accomplish its goals?  
17. Working Paper: SNCC and the Southern Campus  
18. SNCC in the North  
19. James Pittman paper on decision making  
20. Working Paper: Poor Whites and the Movement  
21. A Note About Friends of SNCC Groups——What do they do?  
22. Working Paper for SNCC Staff Conference  
   From: Mike Miller  
   Re: An internal education program for SNCC  
23. All those little newspaper articles.....  
24. SNCC Position Paper (name withheld by request)  
   (women in the movement...)  
25. What is SNCC?  
26. Why do we organize, where do we organize, what do we do with what we organize, and the relationship of these questions to structure and decision making  
27. Introduction: Semi-Introspective (Name withheld by request)  
28. Working Paper  
   "Communications section" means many things....  
29. What is SNCC? A Band of Brothers (Forman)  

The following papers were mailed out. Pick them up if you don't have them with you.

30. Position Paper  
31. The Student Voice  
32. What We Can Do On Campuses  
33. I. We are on a boat.....  
34. To the staff of the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee  
35. The idea of "one man - one vote"....  
36. There was (general agreement) on the question of whether or not a very serious staff meeting was needed....  
37. Frank Smith — SNCC has a picture of an old man....  
   (Anyone who writes other papers can bring them to Jones for mimeographing....)